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Mastering LaravelPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop robust modern web-based software applications and RESTful APIs with Laravel, one of the hottest PHP frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Master the flashiest functionalities Laravel has to offer
	
		Use PHPSpec to design testable software by specification to ensure quality code
	...
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CryENGINE 3 Game Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Discover how to use the CryENGINE 3 free SDK, the next-generation, real-time game development tool

	
		Begin developing your own games of any scale by learning to harness the power of the Award Winning CryENGINE® 3 game engine
	
		Build your game worlds in real-time with CryENGINE® 3 Sandbox as we share...
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Game Programming using Qt 5 Beginner's Guide: Create amazing games with Qt 5, C++, and Qt Quick, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick using associated toolsets

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step guide to learn Qt by building simple yet entertaining games
	
			Get acquainted with a small yet powerful addition?Qt Gamepad Module, that enables Qt...
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Exploiting Software : How to Break CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
How does software break? How do attackers make software break on purpose? Why are
firewalls, intrusion detection systems, and antivirus software not keeping out the bad guys?
What tools can be used to break software? This book provides the answers.
Exploiting Software is loaded with examples of real attacks, attack patterns, tools,...
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VBScript, WMI, and ADSI Unleashed: Using VBScript, WMI, and ADSI to Automate Windows AdministrationSams Publishing, 2007
If you’re a Windows administrator, scripting expertise can liberate you from boring, repetitive work–so you can take on the sophisticated, high-value projects you really want. Top scripting guru Don Jones has written the definitive administrator’s guide to getting results with Microsoft’s key scripting technologies:...
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2003

	You want to make an animated film. You've got the idea. You've got Macromedia Flash. But where do you start? What's the best way to script your cartoon, how do you start animating with Flash, what do you really need to know in order to get your ideas out there to make you famous?


	Who better to ask than two seasoned...
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Beginning RPG Maker VX AceApress, 2014

	Beginning RPG Maker VX Ace takes you through the process of using the RPG Maker VX Ace game development engine to create your very own role playing game. The book has been designed with the complete beginner in mind who has little to no experience with the engine. Tutorials and exercises will take you from installing the software to...
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Modeling and Application of Electromagnetic and Thermal Field in Electrical EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	Co-authored by an international research group with a long-standing cooperation, this book focuses on engineering-oriented electromagnetic and thermal field modeling and application. It presents important contributions, including advanced and efficient finite element analysis used in the solution of electromagnetic and thermal field problems for...
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Nessus, Snort, & Ethereal Power Tools : Customizing Open Source Security Applications (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2005
One of the most attractive attributes of Nessus is the simplicity of creating custom extensions (or
plugins) to be run with the Nessus engine.This benefit is gained via the specialized language
NASL (Nessus Attack Scripting Language). NASL supplies the infrastructure to write networkbased
scripts without the need to implement the...
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Practical Web 2.0 Applications with PHPApress, 2007
Want to assert yourself as a cutting-edge PHP web developer? Take a practical approach, learning by example from author Quentin Zervaas, and discover how to bring together the many technologies needed to create a successful, modern web application.
In Practical PHP Web 2.0 Applications, PHP, MySQL, CSS, XHTML, and...
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The Complete Metasploit Guide: Explore effective penetration testing techniques with MetasploitPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Master the Metasploit Framework and become an expert in penetration testing. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a thorough understanding of the Metasploit Framework
	
			Develop the skills to perform penetration testing in complex and highly secure environments
	
			Learn...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: for Windows, Exchange 2007, and MOM V3O'Reilly, 2007

	This Cookbook by Windows PowerShell team developer Lee Holmes provides hundreds of tested scripts that you can use right away to get Microsoft's new tool working for you. More than 150 recipes, combined with a concise task-based introduction to the Windows PowerShell scripting language and environment, make it the perfect look-up guide...
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